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ABSTRACT

Drought-induced changes in two-dimensional silver stained protein patterns of Brassica napus L. var. oleifera M. root system were detected both at quantitative and qualitative levels. Particularly, 13 new polypeptides of low molecular weight were evidenced in the drought-stressed tap root, 12 of which were also present in the short tuberized roots, a specific drought-induced root type. The reversibility of these modifications, observed after 3 days rehybridization, suggests that they might be involved in drought tolerance.

In spite of intensive research in the field of water stress and plant physiology, few drought-induced changes in protein patterns have been mentioned to date (17, 21). Heat shock proteins, detected in various species of higher plants under experimental conditions (15) were recently observed in field grown plants subjected to high temperature stress (4, 16). Although under field conditions heat shock and water stress often occur together, it has not yet been possible to separate both effects, and only heat shock proteins and mRNA induced by the heat shock have been reported until now, either in etiolated seedlings or in mature leaves (4, 16).

When higher plants have to cope with limited water supply, an essential role in adaptation is assigned to the root system. Hence if drought-induced proteins are of frequent occurrence, they should rather be found within the root tissues. Drought rhizogenesis (27), a specific, adaptive, morphogenetic response to progressive drought, appeared as a very convenient model for such an investigation. In Cruciferae and other dicotyledonous, phylogenetically related families (28), a new root system was evidenced, under progressively increasing water deficit. From a threshold water potential (20), the roots produced remain short, hair deprived and may take a tuberized shape associated with cortical cell hypertrophy and starch accumulation. The drought-induced roots are highly desiccation tolerant and keep alive and turgid, despite whole plant wilting through water stress-induced senescence (1). Furthermore, upon rehydration, the short roots appear able to resume growth rapidly and give rise to a new absorbing root system, which helps plant recovery and represents a potentiality for drought survival in natural environment (29). Thus, such a system allows not only to examine the effects of water deficit on the protein pattern of normal roots, but also to determine to what extent the new drought-adapted short roots display a peculiar, specific pattern.

The two-dimensional electrophoresis of denatured proteins (10, 18), which allows to detect simultaneously several hundreds of gene products and to follow the modifications of gene expression in different organs (25, 30) and under various conditions, was the valuable tool to such an approach.

In this paper we show that reversible changes in protein patterns of the tap root of Brassica napus var. oleifera are induced by drought and that most of the drought specific proteins are also found in the short tuberized roots.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Culture. Seeds of rape plants (Brassica napus L. var. oleifera Metz. cv Darmor) were germinated in Petri dishes on moistened filter paper. When radicles were 5 mm long, after 48 h in darkness, young seedlings were transferred to 15 cm high plastic pots filled with 1.5 kg of sandy soil watered at field capacity (5.6% dry weight humidity at a soil matrix potential of −0.1 MPa). The soil surface was covered with a sheet of Parafilm to avoid evaporation. The plants were grown in controlled conditions (microphytotron) at a photon flux density of approximately 200 μmol·m−2·s−1 PAR, under a 16 h photoperiod, with a constant temperature of 22°C and 50% relative atmospheric humidity.

Ten d after cotyledon emergence, plants were subjected to different water treatments. In one set, control plants were maintained at field capacity by regular waterings, every 2 d at the same time (10:00 AM). The shoot water potential, determined with the Scholander pressure chamber method (22) ranged from −0.4 to −0.6 MPa throughout the whole growth period. Another set of plants was subjected to progressively increasing water deficit: as no water was added, plants dehydrated slowly during growth and could develop the morphogenetic adaptive response at the root level, as previously described (27). After short tuberized roots expression was achieved, i.e. in the stationary, survival phase of drought rhizogenesis (20, 27), and when shoot water potential reached −3.5 MPa (on d 30), a few plants were rehydrated by rewatering the soil at field capacity. Turgor recovery occurred within 24 h and plants were harvested after 3 d rehydration. The shoot water potential (−1 MPa) had not yet fully returned to the value of control plants.

Plant Harvesting and Sampling Procedure. Thirty-three d after
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planting, 25 water-stressed, 3 control and 6 rehydrated plants were harvested. The detopped root systems were carefully dry cleaned from sand and rapidly washed in cold water. The tap roots of W-Rt, S-Rt, and SW-Rt plants, and S-Rs excised from the tap roots of water-stressed plants, were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Wound effects should not be noticeable with this methodology (23).

Protein Extraction and Two-Dimensional Electrophoresis. Extraction, denaturation and resolubilization of proteins were performed as described in Zivy (31) and Damerval et al. (6). This method avoids protease activity during protein extraction. Thirty μl of resolubilization solution per mg of protein pellet were used, and 30 μl of extract were loaded on isoelectrofocusing rod gels. The two-dimensional electrophoresis procedure was modified from O'Farrell (18) according to Damerval et al. (7) except that isoelectrofocusing gels were 1 mm in diameter and second dimension gels were 1 mm thick. The silver staining of proteins was a simplification (7) of the Heukeshoven and Derrick's (14) procedure applied on sets of 19 gels bound to Gelbord PAG (12).

Two independent extracts per root type were made, and at least two gels per extract were visually scored. Faint spots whose reproducibility is difficult to ascertain were discarded (about 20%). The most basic part of the gels was not analyzed because of poor resolution. Qualitative and quantitative variations were determined by two independent observers. Molecular mass of the polypeptides were estimated using standard proteins (Pharmacia calibration kit): phosphorylase b (94 kD), bovine serum albumin (64 kD), ovalbumin (43 kD), carbonic anhydrase (30 kD) and soybean trypsin inhibitor (20.1 kD).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Four hundred and twenty-two reproducible spots were observable in the four types of Brassica napus root protein patterns studied: 394 in the W-Rt, 405 in the S-Rt, 397 in the SW-Rt, and 407 in the S-Rs. Three hundred and twenty-seven spots appeared invariant whatever the organ and the water conditions. Drought effects on the protein pattern of the tap root were revealed through 45 differences between W-Rt and S-Rt. Intensity differences occurred for 30 spots: 18 polypeptides being less abundant and 12 more abundant in S-Rt than in W-Rt. Two spots disappeared in S-Rt. Moreover, 13 polypeptides which were not detected in W-Rt, appeared in S-Rt (Fig. 1). The apparent molecular mass of these polypeptides was rather low, ranging from 20 to 30 kD for most of them (9), between 30 and 43 kD for 3 of them and between 43 and 64 kD for another one. The inducing effect of drought was further assessed by the behavior of the 45 spots after 3 d rehydration, in SW-Rt. Although the shoot water potential of rehydrated plants had not yet quite recovered the value of control watered plants, 9 out of the 13 newly appeared polypeptides were no longer detectable in SW-Rt, 2 declined and only 2 remained unmodified. Among the 18 spots of decreased intensity in S-Rt, 16 had recovered the same intensity as in W-Rt. The two spots that had disappeared under drought were again present. Among the 12 spots of higher intensity in S-Rt, only one was exactly identical in SW-Rt and W-Rt, and another one had an intermediate intensity between S-Rt and W-Rt; the 10 others were still identical to S-Rt. The return to the W-Rt protein pattern type appears slower in the set of spots increasing in intensity under drought than in the 3 other sets. A similar pattern in intensity recovery upon release of water stress was reported by Bewley et al. (3).

Under stress conditions (heat shock, osmotic stress, anoxia), modifications of protein synthesis are well-known, and particularly, whereas preexisting protein synthesis is repressed, initiation of synthesis of specific polypeptides, often characterized by a low mol wt, has been widely reported (17, 21). Protein degradation can also take place under water stress-induced senescence (9). Thus, the 13 appearing polypeptides might correspond to an increased synthesis of preexisting gene products, to de novo synthesis, and/or to proteolysis of some proteins, for instance those having disappeared or decreased in S-Rt as compared to W-Rt. The two first hypotheses could be cleared up with labeling of in vitro synthesized proteins and analysis of in vivo translation products from mRNA isolated from watered and water-stressed roots.

The third hypothesis would imply that some of the changes observed in the tap root might be associated with water stress-induced senescence, as already shown for senescence-induced modifications in protein patterns (8). However, such process seems very unlikely with regards to the presence and behavior of most of the drought-affected polypeptides in the drought-induced and adapted short roots. As a matter of fact, 12 out of the 13 newly appearing spots were found in S-Rs; 4 just identical to S-Rt, 3 more intense and 5 less intense. All of the 12 spots increasing in intensity in S-Rt were present in S-Rs, but about half of the disappearing and decreasing (11/21) spots were lacking. Thus, 33 of the 45 drought-affected spots were observable in S-Rs, and for 21 of them with the same abundance or the same trend of variation as in the tap root. Some other important differences between S-Rs and S-Rt were evident: in addition to 30 intensity differences, 3 spots were specific of the tap root, while 15 were unique to the short tuberized roots. Such a result agrees with the specific morphological, biochemical, and physiological features of this organ (1, 11, 20, 27), which attest from its neoformation as a response to progressive drought-stress. Whereas the normal root system is subjected to water stress-induced senescence (1), cell proliferation, cell differentiation (27) and high level of synthesis activity (11) take place in the drought-induced roots until low values of water potential (about −2 MPa) are attained. Moreover their solute osmoticum content (K+, proline, total soluble amino acids), increases as compared to the one of the roots system (N Vartanian, F Lahrer, unpublished data). Solute accumulation would reduce water-stress effects and limit senescence-induced protein degradation through osmoregulation (9). Hence, all these findings tend to rule out a proteolytic degradation origin for the 12 polypeptides appeared in S-Rt and also detected in S-Rs.

Newly synthesized proteins (13) and quantitative changes in protein patterns have already been mentioned in response to osmotic shock (3) or nonphysiological desiccation stress (5). However, changes under progressive dehydration have been reported only one other time, in the leaves of Xerophyta villosa, a desiccation tolerant Angiosperm, but the qualitative or quantitative nature of these modifications remains unclear (26).

Under physiological condition of drought, we have found qualitative and qualitative changes in the protein patterns of Brassica napus var. oleifera roots. Moreover, the release of drought conditions leads to a return to the control pattern within the whole root system (N Vartanian, unpublished data). Although the physiological significance of proteins induced in response to altered environmental conditions (heat-shock, osmotic stress, anoxia) is not yet always clearly understood, their synthesis appears related with the acquisition of a better resistance to the adverse inductive factor (17, 19, 21, 24). With regards to the adaptive value of drought rhizogenesis, it might be suggested that the modifications we observed have the same significance.
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Fig. 1. Detailed portions of two-dimensional gels from control watered tap roots (a, d), water-stressed tap roots (b, e) and rehydrated tap roots (c, f). The arrows point to spots appearing in water-stressed tap roots and the black triangle to spot increasing in intensity under drought (molecular mass in kilodaltons [kd] is indicated at the left).
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